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Electronics-driven Vehicle Features

Electronics growth is visible in
modern vehicle functions:

• Navigation and

route guidance

• RDS/TMC

• PreSafe

• Adaptive headlights

• Night View

• Telediagnosis

• Software update

• Active steering

• Curve warning

• Bluetooth

• Electronic fuel

injection

• Electronic diagnosis

system

• Cruise control

1975 1985 1995 2005 +

• Electronic gearbox

control

• Electronically controlled

air conditioning

• Electronic traction 

control (ASR)

• Anti-lock brakes (ABS)

• Car phone

• Electronically controlled

seat heating

• Automatically dimming 

rearview mirrors

• RDS/TMC

• Onboard TV

• Emergency call

• CD changer

• Voice control

• Airbags

• Electronic stability

control (ESP)

• Active body control 

(ABC)

• Adaptive gearbox 

control

• Adaptive cruise control

(Distronic)

• Bluetooth

• Rear-seat 

entertainment

• Stop and Go

• Lane keeping 

assistance

• Lane departure

warning

• Automated parking

• Collision mitigation

• Hazard warning

• Dedicated short-range

communication

• …
Level of 

integration

needed



Vehicle Electronics Prospects

Vehicle electronics are set to represent 35% of vehicle production costs,
even more in the premium and luxury segments:

Source: Arthur D. Little



Automotive R&D Spending

OEMs and suppliers reflect the trend towards electronics in their R&D 
budgets:

Software, mainly implemented at the suppliers side, plays an increasing role.
Hence, the term “electronics” (or the often used “EE”) is somewhat misleading.

It is more about “information technology” applied to the vehicle.

Source: Arthur D. Little



Vehicle Electronics Problems

Vehicle quality issues correlate with increasing complexity in electronics:

Source: JD Power, McKinsey



The Vehicle Electronics Quality Gap

The capabilities of the automotive industry have not kept pace with the 
increasing electronics system complexity in the vehicle: 

Complexity
System
Complexity

Complexity Issues:

Time

Industry
Capabilities

Complexity Issues:

• Richness: Increased size and function set of components

• Flexibility: More and more features implemented in software

• Interdependencies: No stable interfaces and architectures

• Obsolescence: Short technology life-cycles

Capability Issues:

• Quantity: Sheer amount of systems to cope with

• Pace: Rate and amount of changes too fast

• Discipline: Inappropriate processes and tools

• Talent: Lack of experience and topic experts
Inspired by: McKinsey



So Let’s Talk About This

Safety as the most challenging automotive electronics domain:

Vehicle Safety Concepts
Walter Ziegler
Daimler AG

Software technology to address keep safety systems safe:Software technology to address keep safety systems safe:

Automotive Software Engineering
Tibor Farkas
Fraunhofer-Institut für Offene Kommunikationssysteme (FOKUS)

Communication technology as a way out?

Connecting the Vehicle: The New Paradigm
Manuel Simas
Microsoft Deutschland GmbH


